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typical material, white clay, with a chemical structure that resembles kaolin, but is not quite the same. The color of the raw clay is usually
greyish, but when fired it turns white or various shades of white, from yellowish to ivory and gray-

Creamware is a special type of earthenware. It is made of

a

ish. Unlike others substances such as faience and fired clay, creamware is glazed exclusively with a
transparent lead glaze.
Creamware was developed in StalTordshire, England, an area with many pottery workshops. The
material was highly suitable for mold casting (i.e., for serial machine production), and this meant

that the pro<lucts were much cheaper than other types of earthenware, which had to be shaped
manr.rally (on a potter's wheel).

The clecoration of the products had to be adapted to machine production because manual
painting of mass-produced products would cancel out the savings created by machine production.
A sensible and suitable way that then emerged was transfer printing (the transfer of a printed pattern
from another rnedium to the earthenware). Initially, a copper plate was used, i.n which the pattern
was engraved using the copperplate technique. It was than pasted with a dye and covered with special (absorptive) paper, onto which a special printing machine transferred the dye (the pattern). The

paper was then cr-rt into individr-ral patterns, which were manually transferred to the vessels with

a

brush.

Transfer printing is highly useful for mass production, especially for earthenware products,
because it facilitates fast transfer of printed designs to curved or otherwise irregr-rlar surfaces. The
method used by |ohn Brooks, a graphic artist from Birmingham, in 1751, was developed for use on
earthenware by Robert Hancock, a graphic artist and copperplate engraver, but it was perfected and
enhancecl by the probably best-known English potter, fosiah Wedgwood, who is also credited for
most of the innovations in the use of crearnware.rln 1806, a newprinting technique was invented
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at the Fourdrinier factory in Dartford,'which replaced the time-consuming manual transfer and
enabled the use of stronger and more absorptive paper. The use of this paper made it possible to
achieve clearer prints and to accurately execute small details.3

By combining the two technologies-mold casting and transfer printing-industrial-made ceramics became a mass product, which in popularity lagged slightly behind graphic prints, but was
nevertheless highly popular with less wealthy customers due to its relatively low prices. It was indeed
the demand of the English middle classes for cheaper tableware with a precious appearance that
caused the great expansion ofthe technique.a

In today's Slovenia, cream-colored earthenware was the most popular ceramics material. From
the archival sources, it can be concluded that all ceramics factories and workshops used only this
material. Scientific analysis of the material and objects has also proved the same.s In the UK, the
development and the structure of the material is much more complicated. In addition to creamware,
ceramists in Staffordshire developed various types of hne whitish or white-glazed earthenware.6 In
Europe, especially in Spain, France, and Germany, creamware dominated and became serious com-

petition to porcelain.T
The material and the manner of transferring the decorations were so well matched that products made of fine earthenware or creamware, decorated with single-color or multicolor transfer

prints, became hugely fashionable in the UK and Europe in general in the last third of the eighteenth
century. Quite early they became collectibles, and people gathered great collections of vessels, especially of plates with the most different printed patterns. In peoples homes the collections were
usually kept in showcases in the dining or living room. When the collectors managed to acquire all
the individual items of a certain pattern, such collections then had a high value.
The most popular patterns were landscapes, townscapes, and flower compositions. These were

followed in popularity by gallant and bucolic scenes, and battles. Also ranked high in popularity
were East Asian patterns, in particular Chinese ones,s which dominated in the earliest period, but
later lost their leading role. Especially during the Napoleonic wars, politically inspired motifs and
caricatures were also printed on creamware.e
Because ofthe vessels' curvature, the decoration usually consisted ofseveral parts. The central

part featured the central pattern, usually a landscape, townscape, or scene from everyday life or similar. The second part of the decoration usually consisted of a band of repeated patterns, which were
either related to the central pattern or quite independent. On plates and trays, the central pattern is
at the bottom and the decorative band on the rim. With bowls, soup terrines, sauceboats, and other

Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier were also important figures in the development of the paper and printing industries
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vessels, the central pattern is on the belly (the vessel's concave part), in the part facing the viewer. The

decorative bands are most often on the rims of the vessels. The central pattern is also often on the

bottom of the vessels, similar to plates. The great majority of all of these vessels are plates.ri)
I
Setsr or series may consist of vessels decorated with the same pattern or vessels with different
patterns. Both uses were equally frequent. Where the decoration of a set or series consisted of different patterns, it was nonetheless usual that the rims and decorative borders were uniform. These were

common to all vessels, and can be used to classify them into a whoie.
Usually an entire group of vessels was decorated with prints of the same color. Among the
single-color ones, the prevailing colors are brown, blue, green, and pink. Among the two-color ones,
the leading combinations are blue and black, as well as green or biue combined with pink.

Initially, only blue colors were used after the examples of Chinese blue-and-white porcelain,r2
imitating not only the patterns but also the typical and (at the time) precious color combination.
Towards the end of the 1920s, other colors became more common: brown, green, pink, red, and
two-color combinations. Lr
In the early period, the patterns used for transfer prints imitated manually painted European
porcelain of the eighteenth century, which itself imitated blue-and-white Chinese earthenware, in
particular porcelain.'' At the beginning of the nineteenth century, when Chinese patterns were still
frequently used as a primary source of inspiration, so-called British patterns started to appear and
they later prevailed. Vessels with landscapes and townscapes-these were among the first British

patterns were also sold as souvenirs.
At the time when fine printed ceramics peaked, hundreds of different patterns existed.

The

products were exported all over the world from Britain, and the popularity was enhanced by different patterns adapted to different countries. Among the first to be adapted to local customers were
landscapes and townscapes, later joined by depictions of famous historical figures and scenes.
Studying printed ceramics from the second half of the eighteenth century and the nineteenth
century, a problem soon arises: how to read and identify the various motifs and patterns on the
vessels. The heart of the problem lies in the fact that the names of the individual patterns are very
different: some are official names given by the factory, or they may be names by which the products
became known; then there may be no names at all or the names that are used derive from one of the

dominating features of the painting or iconographic pattern. The patterns may be associated with
inscriptions found on the bottom ofthe objects (at the bottom or on the base), but these inscriptions
may refer to something completely dilferent, as for example the inscription Herculqneum, whtch is
not the name of the pattern, but that of a pottery which is known to have operated in Liverpool.ls
Researchers

in continental Europe

sometimes erroneously connected these usually overglaze

printed inscriptions with producers or models. Similariy to porcelain, printed earthenware products
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are marked with the producer's base mark and other signs, usually numbers referring to the tlpe of
painting, the set to which the product belongs, the painter, or the year of prod.uction. With porceiain

products, series of vessels (e.g., a complete set) were marked in the same way; with printed earthenwares, however, the inscription often refers to the pattern, meaning that the same name may be used
by different producers (workshops, manufactories, and factories). Contrary to tradition, an inscription
on the bottom of a vessel most often did not refer to the maker or to being part of a set/series.

Another problem that is again related to the decorative pattern is how they are read or interpreted. These paintings do not only have a decorative function. They have a coded or stylized
content that was known to both the makers and customers at the time, and made the products
fashionable and desirable. Nowadays, this content is no longer understood because its meaning has
been lost in the course of time.
The iconography oftransfer printed earthenware involves not only understanding the scenes,

but aiso decoding the symbolic meanings and detecting the relations between producers, merchants, and customers. These relations were decisive for the development of a nearly identical style
that prevailed over a huge area, from the UK to Austria. Not only did it prevail, but it also set the
standards for designing and decorating earthenware at the time.
This theme is offurther interest to researchers because to date there has been no research on
printed patterns on creamware in Slovenia, in spite of the fact that some types of ceramics (e.g.,
faience, creamware, and china) were prestigious precisely because of their white surfaces, which
enabled comparisons with

painter's canvas (i.e., they were meant to be painted). As is known from
archive sources and publications, earthenware and especially porcelain were often painted by renowned painters, not only by semi-skilled labor in the studios for manual painting of manufactories
a

and factories. Studying the painted patterns on earthenware and china can therefore contribute to
the general art-historical evaluation ofa certain period or artist.

Central patterns
As mentioned above, initially patterns similar to those found on the most precious Chinese porcelain were used to decorate earthenware products; an identical situation existed in the decoration of
European porcelain, whose formula was discovered only a few decades prior to that of creamware.
Because the British were the {rrst to produce creamware and fine earthenware, one must consider their repertoire of decorative patterns. In the form of sample books, factory catalogues, and
finished products, these patterns strongly influenced production in continental Europe. Chinese

porcelain directly influenced British ceramics, and this latter equally influenced continental European factories. Later, when British potters developed their own repertoire of patterns, these spread
very quickly across continental Europe.
There probably were no early British influences in Sloyenia. The creamware factory of Sigismund
Zois and that of the Wasser brothers mainly used decorations imitating Viennese examples, especially

the feather edge and Viennese decorative border.'o This is somewhat surprising because it is known
that Zois studied the English literature on the chemistry of clay and other professional literature before

16 Matela KOS,
Beloprstena keramika na Slovenskem, Ljubljana 2005, pp.
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he acquired the Sylva ceramics factory.lT One would have expected him to dedicate himself with the

It
is thus all the more interesting that the willow pattern was used at the ceramics factory in Nemiki Dol
(now the hamlet of Slovenski Dol in Zabukovica), and indeed on a set of vessels, indicating that this
same enthusiasm to the aesthetic aspects of creamware and the decorations of the British producers.

pattern was used in regular serial production. The other Slovenian ceramics factories were founded
later, when the classical era of English printed ceramics had long passed. The ceramics factory of the
Schi.itz brothers founded in Liboje near Celje in 1871 used some decorative structures that derived

from the patterns of British transfer printed creamware. This involved three series of vessels (plates)
with townscapes and decorative flower borders on the rims.'8 It may be assumed that they imitated
examples from central European sources, and the factory was known for certain techniques, especially

the production of industrial majolica developed by the Minton factory in England.

In the early nineteenth century, especially between 1806 and 1816, European (British) patterns
thus replaced chinoiserie. In addition to landscapes and townscapes, flowers, the seasons, zodiac
signs, animals, scenes from (British and colonial) history, famous persons, and the like featured on
the vessels.
The least intriguing are landscapes and townscapes because it is often possible to identify a par-

ticular view section, or building. These include paintings of accurately drawn towns, casties, ports,
local sights, and the like, further supported by corresponding inscriptions, which are occasionally part
of the central pattern. Most of these landscapes were copied from contemporary paintings in various
publications, especially travel reports and books on architecture.re In addition, there are idealized patterns from nature, utopian and ideal towns, romantic castles, and the like. Among them is, for instance,
the Wedgwo od Ferrara serles (which in Slovenia-and also elsewhere-was initially erroneously called

the Venice series), representing

a

view of a Mediterranean harbor with a range of sailboats. The Ferrara

pattern is an excellent example of a stylized townscape that remains exactly the same in all its executions in different colors. Three great series of stylized views inspired by

a

painter's fantasy, called castle,

tower, and ltalian, were brought onto the market by the Spode factory.2o Unlike the Ferrara series, the
locations cannot be identified. Among the large and highly popular series are lhe English views from
the John Davenport factories in Burslem and Longport, the Indian series from the Herculaneum Pottery in Liverpool, lhe Italian views from the Spode factory, and others.

Much more enigmatic are the hgural scenes and flower arrangements. One must not forget that
the period when printed ceramics flourished was also that of the cult of flowers, of flower symbols,
painting flower still-lifes, and the like. The flowers and floral arrangements that are depicted were
drawn based on botanical publications and herbaria.2' It is well known that the spread of such patterns on creamware was caused by the publication of corpuses such as Curtis's Botanical Magazine,22

17 Zgodovinski arhiv Ljubljana,ZALLJU 324, Sigismund Zois, Nachrichten von der Entstechung der Steingut Fabrick in Laibach, 1795; Mateja KOS, Keramika, Gradovi minevajo, fabrike nastajajo. Industrijsko oblikownje v 19.
stoletju na Slovenskem, Narodni muzej Slovenije, Ljubljana 1991, pp. 35-37
18 Rolanda FUGGER GERMADNIK, Mavriini svet Schiltzove keramike, Celje 2009, p. 124-125; KOS 2005 (n. 16),
.
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Thomas Bewicks History of Quadrupedsz3 and History of British Birds, and others.2a Among the most
frequent patterns are British Jlowers front the Temple Blacks Pottery in Bristol, the botanical series of
the Spode lactory in Stoke, losiria Wedgwood's hibiscus and peonia, and others.
Some plants, especially trees, which were copied after East Asian exarnples, are stylized and
their painted features do no match the natural ones. Examples include the frequently used willow

and apple tree in pseudo-Chinese patterns with a bridge, pagodas, a willow pattern, and the like.
That these are indeed these two tree species can only be established after interpreting the individual
patterns on the basis of Chinese examples and chinoiserie.The willow depicted has typically en-rphasized, long seed clusters and the apple tree has typical ball-shaped leaves-that is, apples.

In the period studied (the second half of the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries), European customers were also attracted by East Asian designs, especially chinoiserie. Among
these are designs that originated in China or fapan, and others created following East Asian examples in Europe and the US.25 The patterns themselves influenced European production (e.g., the
willow or bamboo pattern), but so did the very concept of decoration, consisting of a central pattern
and accompanying decorative bands and borders.

Chronologically, the first of the popular chinoiserie was a design with a temple, followed by the
tnuch more popular willow pattern. This pattern was invented by British potters following Chinese
motifs. For marketing purposes' they also invented a love story in connection with the pattern.26 One
of the earliest users of the pattern was Josiah Spode aroun d 17c)0.27 Spode adopted the pattern from
an earlier Chinese drawing. It is the scene of a Chinese legend about an unhappy love affair between
a mandarin'.s daughter named I(oong-se and his secretary Chang, who rnet

in secret against his will.
Even the high wall the mandarin erected around the little house, in which he had imprisoned his
daughter, who was already engaged to a local rich man, could not prevent thern from rneeting. When
her father wanted to put the wedding jewels on his daughter, the lovers fled across a bridge with the
diarnonds and crossed the river in a small boat. For some time they lived happily, but then her rich

suitor for-rnd them and had Chang killed. Koong-se died by setting lire to their house while she was
still inside. The couple was reunited after death when they changed into immortal doves.2s
This is a complex pattern that consists of a varying number of smaller units, such as the rich
mandarin'.s (father's) house, the wall that separates the lovers, the little house where the girl is locked

up, the couplet house in flames, the bridge with the fleeing lovers and the father wielding the whip,
the escape boat, the willow symbolizing sorrow the two doves, and other elements.2e
The pattern was used as an interesting Chinese motif because at least in continental Er-rrope
and in later years, in the second half of the nineteenth century, its meaning was lost and the story no

longer known. Only the decoration survived. Nevertheless, the pattern was very popular in Europe
and used by most factories, including the one in Nemiki Dol near Celje.
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The same Patterns, but often with different combinations of the central patterns and borders,
were used by different factories. They tended to copy the works of painters and graphic artists as well
as the commercially successful patterns of other factories.
A law adopted in 1842 pllt an end to these practices.3o It stipulated that factories were no longer
allowed to copy prints, paintings, or patterns from other producers without their consent. Only producers that registered their patterns were allowed to continue using them, and this led to the origin
of numerous new patterns and the identification of the old ones with their original designers.

Rim patterns
The decorative patterns on the rims of plates and decorative borders on vessels are usually the elements that combine different images into a whole (a set or series). Unlike the central patterns, where
the differences are minor and only refer to details or a mirror image, the rim patterns feature very

different combinations of elements, including ones that obscure the original meaning. The most frequently used are flower arrangements connected by scrollwork and interlaced geometric elements,
especially including ribbons, nets, and garlands. One of the more interesting examples is the wikl
rose, which is found nearly everlwhere, including on a series of vessels from the ceramic factory of
the Schutz brothers in Liboje. The pattern consists of simple rose-hip flowers. Its name (wild rose) is
overglaze printed on the bottom of the vessels. Once more, the name does not refer to the producer,

model, or central pattern, but to the rim decoration.
To some extent, the rim patterns are thus coded as well. The sequence of elements hides a
meaning on which the name of the pattern depends. This name occasionaily prevails over that of the
central pattern.

In copying fashionable patterns of other producers, potters often used the same central pattern
but with different borders.3'

Typical frequent patterns with examples from the National Museum of Slovenia
The most typical and frequent motif is the willow pattern. It was used by nearly all producers, con,
firming its high popularity. At the Spode factory, where it originates, three variants of this pattern
were created between 1790 and 1810.3'z The original pattern was blue (blue transfer print on a white
background). The coliection of the National Museum of Slovenia (NMS) includes one of these series of
plates (inventory nos. N 613/1-3). The iconographic pattern is fully developed and all of its elements
are used. The willow pattern may consist of various elements, but they are not necessarily all used.
Based on the elements used, it is even possible to date some objects because it is known that some
additions are of a later date. Flying doves above the apple tree and willow, for instance, were the last

additions to the pattern.

r0 Resignation of Design Act, in NEALE 2005 (n.
3), p. 17.
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1. \,Villow pattern, England, lst third 19th century,

Nationdl Museum of SLovenia, inv. no. N 613/1

2. Willow pattern, Nemiki Dol, lohann
and Moritz Sonnenberg, Iast third 19th century,

National Museum of Slovenia, inv. no. N 9700

There are a total of forty-four objects with a willow pattern in the collection, thirty-seven of which
are from British producers, and the rest from European factories. The objects

with inventory numbers

N 9701 (shallow bowl), N 9702 (shallow plate), and N 9700 (bowl) are prodlrcts from the factory of
lohann and Moritz Sonnenberg in Nem5ki Dol and date lrom the last third of the nineteenth century.
The group of chinoiserie and (beyond this) that of the willow pattern further includes two mo-

tifs of two Chinamen with

a

bundle, two Chinamen with insects, and two Chinamen with

a

willow.3l

They were produced by the Cambrian Pottery in Swansea, the Leeds Pottery, and the Spode factory.
They date from around 1800. In all of the specimens, two figures are depicted on the bridge. Instead
of two pagodas connected by a bridge, which is a typical element of all three of these pattern prototypes, one specimen in the collection of the NMS (inv. no. N 952411,2) shows a bridge linking two
trees, one of which is a willow and the other an apple tree. This is actually a reverse pattern of one

of

the variants of the willow pattern with insects, which in this case is mirrored left-right, causing the

positions of the two trees to be exchanged.rt
The name of the pattern, wild rose, refers to the rim pattern, in this case that of a rose-hip. The
central part of the piate features a scene wi.th a river on which there are two boats and two human figures in each. In the distance is a church at one end and a mansion at the other end. Today the pattern
can no longer be identified, but according to the sources it shows a Staffordshire canal.35 The wild rose

pattern is the second rnost popular one, closely following the willow pattern. Its popr"rlarity peaked
between 1830 and 1855. The collection of the NMS has several vessels with an identical border pattern and most of them are from England. The specirnen of a brown and white cornbination (inv. no.

N 2257) is from the |ohn Davenport factory in Longport. Among the European objects is a cup (inv.
no. N 17833 from the Villeroy and Boch factory) and a series ofplates (inv. no. N 2265311 5) from the
ceramics factory in Liboje. A11 of these specimens have dillerent central patterns.

3r Artlrur Wilfied COYSH, Blue and White

r1 coYSH

1970 (33), cat. no.24.

15 coYSH r97o (33), p. a8.

Trans.f'er

Ware 1780 1840, Ner,r,torr Abbot 1970, cat. rros. 10
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1. Ferrara

National Museum of Slovenia, inv. no. N 2257

19th century, National Museum

The Broseley36 pattern is a variant on the temple pattern.

1
S

f
:

r

pattern, Wedgwood, England,

3. Wild rose, England, mid 19th century,

oJ

1st

half

Slovenia, inv. no. N 826/1

In addition to a temple, it includes

a

river and five apple trees. The rim features geometric ornaments and stylized insects. The pattern
was developed based on a Chinese original around 1780 and was named by fosiah Spode. In the
collection of the NMS, the objects with this pattern have the inventory numbers N 737 ll-6 and they
were made at the factory of Thomas Davenport in Longport between 1820 and 1830.
The Ferroro pattern consists of the image of a Renaissance palace with a belfry and a bridge
to the right-the castle of the Dukes of Ferrara, the d'Este family-and atypical castle or fortress

t

architecture (the specimens in the NMS carry the inventory numbers N 826i l-6), to which a massive round tower is sometimes added (inv. nos. N 47811-14, N 676), perhaps referring to Tedaldo

)

Castle. In the forefront there usually are one or more sailboats, placed in perspective to each other.

f

Of course, Ferrara is not a sea port, but lies on a tributary of the Po River (the Volano Po,ItaI. Po di
Volano). The pattern may be mirror imaged, leaving the sailboats in the same position, but the buildings are on opposite sides. Such a specimen in the NMS is plate inv. no. N 828/1-3. The pattern can
be dated to the third quarter of the nineteenth century and was developed by Wedgwoods factory

3

1
3

Etruria. The original pattern was blue and Wedgwood produced it from 1832 onwards. The brown
version was available starting in 1835, later followed by other colors (green and purple/salmon). The
pattern continued to be printed on vessels into the 1960s.37
Here and there, especially on the Internet, the pattern

1

i.s

inaccurately interpreted as representing

Venice, which would otherwise be quite possible because the architecture is strongly reminiscent of
t.

Venice.rs

Arthur Wilfred COYSH, Blue-Printed Earthenware 1800-1850, Newton Abbot 1972, cat. no. 31;see also http://
(retrieved June 12th, 2013).
(retrieved April 24th,2013)
http://oldchinaservice.com/transferware/brownsreds/wedgwoodferrara.html
spodeceramics.com/pottery/printed-designs/patterns/broseley-reversed
t7

l8

http://www.carters.com.au/index.cfm/item/ 140065-a-wedgwood-etruria-blue-and-white-ova1-serving-platter
lgth cent/ (retrieved April 24th,2013)
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5. Ferrarn pattern, \\redgwood, England, jst haLJ

19th century, National Museum of Slovenia, inv. no. N 676

7. Mosque and Jisherman pattern, Davenport,
bethteen 1815 and i830, Ndtional Museum of Slovenia,
iny. no. N 896/1

6. Rural scener)/, Davenport, England, 1825- 1540,
National Museum of Sloyenia, iny. no. N g35

B. Bosporus pattern, Davenport, England, 1st haL;f 19th
centur), National Museum of Slovenia, iny. no. N I151

Various patterns from the rural scenery series originated between 1825 and lg40
at |ohn Davenport's factory. The color combinations were different, with green, blue, and brown
dominating.re There
are several patterns, but they all include farmhouses with various additions (a
windmill, thatchecl

roof, milkmaid, domestic animals, and others). The plate in the collection of the
NMS is.from the
same producer (inv. no. N 835) and shows a farmhouse with a thatched roof
and two peasant
women,

a

I

road, and a traveler. In the background one can make out

NEALE 2oo5 (n. 3), p. 112

a

village with a river and bri<lge.

DEIORATIVE PATTERNS ON BRIIISH PRINTED EARTHENWARES
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9. Gothic ruins pattern, England, 1816 1830,

10. Isaura plate, design CTRLZAK,

National Museum of Slovenia, inv. no. N 9520

manufactur er S eletti, It aly

Italy

fohn Davenport's factory also developedt"he mosque andJisherman pattern, an interesting combination of elements, because the mosque is set in an English landscape. The rim pattern consists of
rose flowers and scrollwork. The series of plates in the collection of the NMS (inv. nos. N 896/l-6)
has been dated to between 1815 and 1830.10
The Bosphorus pattern is stylized with simplified details, and some are replaced with more gen-

eral features. It represents a scene in the Turkish style with a building with minarets on the waterside
(the Bosporus), and two figures in the foreground, one of whom is smoking a long pipe. It has been
dated to around 1840 and was created by the Bo'ness Pottery in West Lothian.a' The original color

combination was blue and white, and the transfer print on the plate with this pattern, whose maker
is not known, is brown-and-white (inv. no. N 1154).
The Gothic ruins pattern has been dated to between 1816 and 1830. The pattern was created in

the workshop of A. Stevenson in Staffordshire.a2 The pattern on the object in the collection of the
NMS (inv. no. N 9520) is of a later date, but it is recognizable enough to trace its origin to this pattern.
The Gothic ruins are quite stylized; the motif of a shepherd with a staff appears only on the neck of
the vessel, and the bottom part features a shepherd with cattle.
There are nearly limitless patterns on printed earthenware and on creamware. In addition to the

basic ones, mentioned above, nlrmerous variants exist. Because the products were highly fashionable, many factories in Europe and North

America-in addition to the British producers-adapted

their production to the new type of ceramics and British patterns. E,ach of them created new combinations of the existing patterns as well as new ones. This means that it is very hard to trace the spread
of individual patterns, with the exception of a single one: the willow pattern.

10 coYSH 1970 (n.33), cat. no.32.

4t coYSH

t'

1972

(n.36), cat. no.

9.

coYSH 1970 (n.33), cat. no. 124
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Printed ceramics were intimately related to the spirit of the time and this has stimr-rlated the
interest of researchers in the lie1d in recent years. Among the most active ones are members of the

English forum Transferrvare Collectors Club,ar which, in addition to a huge database on producers
and their products, offers quite a comprehensive selection of scholarly literature on the theme. In
2015, the Victoria and Albert Museum in London will present this important period in the develop-

ment of ceramics with the exhibition Blue and White: British Printed Ceramics.aa
The collections of Slovenian museums include quite a lot of fine transfer printed earthenware
and creamlvare from the hundred years between 1780 and 1880, and the same is true of private col
lections. The general public is also cprite interested in these objects because they are quite a popular
element of cozy English country style in modern house furnishings. It is not surprising then that
some modern designers are engaged in identifying and modifying these nostalgic patterns on a va-

riety of objects. A recent example is that of the Hybrid Collection designed by the CTRLZAK studio
fbr the Italian company Seletti, which combines different p.itterns once created by English designers

in an inspired

way.a5

ll

http://r'r'rvr'r'.transcollectorsclub.org

ll

http://wrvw.var-n.ac.uk/blog/section/blue-and-rvhite (retrieved Septernber 15th,2014).
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